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There is increasing interest in creating networks of situated public
displays that offer novel forms of interaction and rich media content
– often as work towards a vision of ubiquitous computing or ambi-
ent multimedia. In this paper we present an infrastructure developed
as part of the e-Campus project that is designed to support the co-
ordinated scheduling of rich media content on networks of situated
public displays. The design of the system was informed by an iter-
ative process of developing, deploying and evaluating a set of three
technology probes. The resulting system provides flexible support for
the construction of domain-specific scheduling approaches on top of a
common, domain-independent API. Using this approach we are able to
support a combination of both statically scheduled content and inter-
active content across multiple displays. The API provides support for
transactional semantics, allowing developers of schedulers to reliably
schedule content across displays in the presence of conflicts and failures
without negative impact on running applications.
1 Introduction
Increasingly we are witnessing the penetration of display technologies into
urban environments and public spaces. In the UK, the BBC have deployed
several large situated displays (the ‘big screens’) in urban centres1. In airport
terminals, train stations and even on public transport itself, physical posters
have been replaced with LCD or Plasma displays. Projectors and steerable
projections turn conventional surfaces such as floors and walls into displays.
These displays present us with a combination of digital signage, information,
traditional broadcast media and advertising. This trend will only continue




Figure 1: Opening of the Metamorphosis installation using the public dis-
plays in the underpass. Inset: members of .:thePooch:. arts collective keep-
ing a close eye on the system console.
In the future we believe the situated and dynamic nature of these dis-
plays will mean that new interactive and context-aware applications become
possible – extending such systems well beyond the current state-of-the-art
in digital signage. For example, the displays could:
• select content or adapt the the presentation of content, e.g. to target
the interests of passers by.
• enable more complex forms of interaction (e.g. using mobile devices
[3] or providing steerable content2).
• form a network of multiple displays that can be exploited simultane-
ously or in sequence over time to present information in novel ways,
e.g. supporting navigation, games, visualisations, art and community
interaction.
We are seeking to prototype such an environment in the e-Campus
project. In e-Campus we are deploying a series of display installations in
public spaces around our campus. One of the principle challenges in sup-
porting these deployments is to create a software infrastructure that allows
2http://www.blendomedia.com
multiple concurrent applications to schedule content across the shared dis-
play network. This is crucial to enable scheduling requests to be generated
from a wide variety of sources including interactive applications and domain
specific schedulers. For example, scheduling requests might be generated
from multimedia presentation software or multimedia document viewers. In
this paper we discuss the design and implementation of such a software in-
frastructure – focusing specifically on the computational model and API
that we provide to programmers wishing to develop schedulers for the net-
work of displays. To understand the requirements and refine our design to
better support this domain we’ve iterated our software through three public
display deployments. The resulting design offers a simple API for support-
ing the creation of heterogeneous content schedulers and provides fine-grain
control over the mapping of content to one or more displays. Importantly,
the API supports a transaction like concept that ensures content only be-
comes visible if all needed display and content resources are available. We
have built a working implementation of this API and it is currently being
used to support an ongoing deployment on our University campus.
The paper is structured as follows: in section 2 we describe the iterative
process and technology probes we’ve used to refine the design of our soft-
ware and reflect on the design impact on our API at each stage. In section
3 we describe the computational model, API and associated system sup-
port that we provide to programmers for scheduling content on a network
of situated displays. Section 4 describes and evaluates our current imple-
mentation, reflecting on our use of the API in supporting the most recent of
our deployments. We discuss related work in section 5 and finish with our
concluding remarks in section 6.
2 Initial Technology Probes
To date we have deployed three situated display prototypes: a digital signage
system at a conference, an installation at a local gallery, and a larger, more
permanent installation in an underground bus station on campus. These
prototypes have served as technology probes, generating requirements for,
and allowing us to experiment with and refine the design of our software. In
this section we review each of the installations and discuss the impact and
refinements to our design.
2.1 Installation 1: WMCSA 2004 conference signage
Overview
Our first technology probe deployed a digital signage solution at the 6th
IEEE Workshop on Mobile Computing Systems and Applications, WMCSA
2004. The WMCSA system consisted of four public displays stationed out-
side each of the entrances to the main auditorium and demo room. The
displays provided a rolling display of information for delegates tailored to
the display’s location (proximity to ongoing conference activities) and the
time of day. Each display was able to show information relevant to the talks
being presented in the adjacent rooms, about activities in the wider locale,
and navigation symbols directing delegates to refreshments at appropriate
times of the day. The displays were interconnected via a local network, al-
lowing us to synchronise content across the displays on a per content item
basis.
One of the key issues we sought to explore with WMCSA was how to
simplify the process of injecting content into the system and of mapping that
content to displays. We did this by exploiting a separation of concerns: au-
thors could create content items (images, web pages, RSS feeds and videos)
and request these to be mapped dynamically to the network of displays using
a constraint based scheduler. The author could specify a range of constraints
for each piece of content in a scheduling request, including:
• temporal (“do not start before time t1”, “do not finish after time t2”)
• duration (and whether the content item should repeat)
• the set of displays to target
• the required coordination between the displays
• the priority of the content
The content of the WMCSA system was therefore reduced to a set of
scheduling requests: some content had a requirement for synchronisation
and temporal coherence (e.g. ‘arrows directing delegates to lunch’), whereas
other content ran for the duration of the paper sessions but only on single
(uncoordinated) displays (see figure 2). A scheduler associated with each
display observed these requests and attempted to construct a timeline for the
display that best matched the requested set of constraints. Where content
was required to be synchronised across displays, a distributed agreement
protocol was used to converge on a mutually agreeable time. The priority
system allowed us to easily introduce ‘background content’ of a low priority.
Once content had been programmed into a timeslot only higher priority
content could displace it (reducing the overall search complexity for schedul-
ing each job). Consequently, the order in which the scheduling requests were
submitted could affect the resulting schedules in cases where more than one
piece of content’s constraints were satisfied. The timeline based system al-
lowed us to introduce content items in advance of the point at which they
were due to be displayed (we anticipated being able to use the timeline in
later iterations to generate electronic programme guides and feed deadlines
into content caching and distribution mechanisms).
Figure 2: A WMCSA situated public displays.
Design Reflections
Following our live deployment, we reflected on the efficacy of our design. It
emerged that while the system was adequate for scheduling situated content
for a small number of displays in the environment it was intended to operate
in, i.e. as a digital signage solution at a workshop, there were already a
number of concerns especially relating to the suitability and flexibility of
the constraint-based scheduling approach for future deployments:
Scalability. The complexity of creating schedules using a constraint-based
approach is tractable with small numbers of displays, content items
and relatively short timelines However, the search time increases in
polynomial time as these factors grow. As a result we had to conclude
that this approach wouldn’t scale for larger planned future deploy-
ments.
Types of constraints. We found that the types of constraints we were
able to support in this first prototype quite often did not allow us to
tune the presentation in exactly the way we intended. For example,
we found ourselves unable to schedule content ”right after” another
content item had finished without tying both content items down to
exact start and end times.
Interactivity. As we planned to introduce interactive content into the
schedule in the future (e.g. user steerable or contributed content),
we found that too great a degree of sophistication was required in
engineering the constraints to adequately allow us to interrupt the
schedule to insert the interactive content elements: the fact that we
had to specify a duration for each piece of content, determining exactly
for how long a piece of content would be displayed, made it impossi-
ble to deal with spontaneous, interactive applications that users would
want to interact with for an unspecified amount of time.
Spatial and geometric reasoning. Much of the WMCSA content was lo-
cation (and in the case of the ‘navigation arrows’ orientation) sensitive.
For this deployment we were able to ‘hand craft’ the constraints and
content to ensure that the correct information was presented on the
appropriate display given its position and orientation (e.g. the navi-
gation arrow pointed in the correct direction!).
2.2 Installation 2: Brewery Arts Centre VE Day 60th An-
niversary Exhibition
Overview
The second installation took place at a local arts centre (The Brewery Arts
Centre in Kendal, Cumbria) as part of their 60th Anniversary VE Day cel-
ebrations. The installation was one element of an interactive exhibition of
local wartime memorabilia and consisted of four main components: a set of
three large projected public displays (see figure 3), a video diary booth, a web
based diary, and ‘the Kirlian Table’ (an interactive art exhibit created by a
local arts collective). The public displays showed a series of news footage
and radio broadcasts evocative of the era, interspersed with images captured
from the interactive table surface and video diary entries contributed by vis-
itors to the exhibition. The video diary entries were also made available via
a local web based content management system.
The Brewery deployment represented a significant evolution of the under-
lying software architecture: instead of entirely pre-scripted and orchestrated
content, the system now needed to support the dynamic introduction of new
content into the live system. In this new domain, we also found that we had
a glut of content (hours of video and audio, large numbers of still images
and an increasing body of visitor contributed content) to choose from, re-
quiring the introduction of random content selection (e.g. ‘schedule an item
of content from this pool’).
Figure 3: Photograph of the Brewery exhibition space with the projected
displays visible in the background.
Design Reflections
The Brewery deployment was particularly illuminating: we found we had
two unexpected requirements. Firstly, as part of an exhibition there was a
need to use the public displays in an aesthetically pleasing way, this meant
creation of schedules that had nice temporal and spatial characteristics. The
requirement for precise orchestration of when and where content would ap-
pear, or as importantly, when there would be gaps (nothing showing on
the displays) required that we increased the determinism of the scheduling
process. We achieved this by modifying the schedulers to work in terms of
absolute time. However, we still found it difficult to create pleasing sched-
ules given the underlying constraint satisfaction engine. We simply had
not anticipated the need to schedule an absence of content; classically, the
schedulers would aim to pack the timeline to achieve high display utilisation.
Secondly, we found the need to handle randomly chosen content had a
further impact on the system: the media content (audio, video etc.) was not
necessarily of the same duration. This meant that the timeline agreed by the
schedulers needed to adapt on the fly as individual content items were chosen
(to avoid ‘dead air’ or truncation of playback), this was further complicated
by the need to synchronise presentation across the displays. This was not
easily supported using the absolute time based scheduler. Furthermore,
there did not appear to be an obvious algorithm for handling this correctly
in the general case.
The need for meta-data and workflow support (e.g. for approval), and
management of content versioning and delivery are open issues more typ-
ically addressed in content management systems (e.g. in the broadcasting
domain). We are taking these requirements forward in future developments
of the architecture.
2.3 Installation 3: The Underpass
Overview
The last in our series of technology probes was deployed in an underground
bus station on campus (called ‘the underpass’). The aim of the installation
was to to enrich this ‘interstitial non-space’ by providing a mixture of infor-
mation and interactive content to people waiting for buses. In contrast to
our other technology probes, the installation in the underpass was intended
to be a long term deployment, i.e. lasting at least for several months, pos-
sibly up to a few years. To fit the physical dimensions of the space, it was
decided to deploy three large-scale projected displays that would be aligned
side-by-side. We also wanted to be able to either use each of the projection
surfaces independently or in combination as wide-screen displays of 2 or 3
displays.
The initial focus was to employ a mixture of content, including artis-
tic material, textual information and videos. Consequently the installation
opened up with a piece of interactive art (called ‘Metamorphosis’, see figure
1) that consisted of a set of 3 videos that were to be shown side-by-side and
were controlled by a Max/MSP3 script. Metamorphosis also interfaced with
a small number of sensors that, when triggered by passing traffic, would
influence the behaviour of the artistic installation.
Being based on Max/MSP, commercial software currently only supported
on either Windows or Mac operating systems, the commissioned piece of
content was incompatible with parts of the scheduling system we had been
using for the previous technology probes, as those parts were heavily tied into
the X Window System 4. We were therefore forced to run Metamorphosis
on a set of four dedicated Mac Mini machines that were independent from
the rest of the installation.
To support additional content besides the artistic installation, we de-
ployed a PC with a mutliheaded graphics card that allowed us to either ren-
der different pieces of content on each head or render content that spanned
across two or more heads. An AV matrix switch5 and an embedded AMX
controller6 were put in place to allow us to switch between content rendered
on the PC and content rendered on the dedicated Mini Macs.
Design Reflections
The need to support an interactive piece of art that would not integrate
with other parts of the eCampus system and that could only be hosted on





non-standard hardware setups that, for example, require video inputs on
displays to be switched to different sources during runtime.
As the AV matrix switch made it possible to switch any video source
to none or one or more projectors, our previous model addressing displays
in which each video output device, i.e. a monitor or a projector, was at-
tached to exactly one video source, was clearly no longer valid. Moreover,
scheduling a piece of content now not only involved handling contention be-
tween different pieces of content on single displays, but included the need
to arbitrate between different machines (PC or Mac Mini) competing for a
projector.
Finally, and possibly most importantly, although Metamorphosis was
physically distributed onto a number of machines, the videos were designed
to be shown simultaneously and side-by-side on all three projectors. It
therefore did not make any sense to schedule Metamorphosis in any form
other than as an atomic unit that would be made visible if and only if all
three projectors were available.
3 Design
3.1 Requirements
As outlined in section 2, our initial studies put forward strong requirements
for being able to support not only a single scheduling model, but rather a
whole range of diverse and domain-specific scheduling approaches that en-
able us to support a combination of statically scheduled content, interactive
content, as well as content of dynamic or unknown length. During our initial
deployments it also became clear that an architecture for e-Campus would
have to support the scheduling of content that spanned multiple displays
and operate on a multitude of hardware platforms, some of which would be
custom-crafted and would therefore not necessarily fit the classic view of a
public display, i.e. a PC and an attached plasma screen monitor. We identi-
fied the following key design requirements for our scheduling infrastructure:
• Support for scheduling content with a wide range of absolute and rel-
ative timing constraints (e.g. show this content at 10am, every day at
10am, just after the news or always no more than an hour before the
weather bulletin).
• Support for scheduling content across multiple displays in an atomic
fashion (e.g. display this video on all the displays or none of them).
• Support for the rapid introduction of interactive content (e.g. triggered
by user presence or interaction).
• Support for numerous independently developed domain specific sched-











Figure 4: Illustration of computational model of the e-Campus system.
‘Schedulers’ create ‘applications’ that render content on ‘displays’. ‘Han-
dlers’ are policy modules that arbitrate conflicts for displays.
• Provide an abstraction layer to free the scheduler developer from con-
cerning themselves with the various video and audio sources/ sinks
and switching operations these necessitate.
3.2 Computational Model
In order to support the creation of multiple domain specific schedulers that
assist us in meeting the above requirements, we have attempted to factor out
the core functionality of the system into an abstract, installation indepen-
dent computational model and an associated scheduling API. We describe
these in the following sections.
3.2.1 Overview
The computational model is a simplified virtualised form of a hardware
deployment. It consists of a small number of entities, i.e. displays, ap-
plications, schedulers and handlers (see figure 4). Schedulers are written
whenever a new requirement is introduced whose needs are not met by the
existing cadre of schedulers. A scheduler uses our scheduling API to cre-
ate and control applications that render content on displays. Handlers are
needed to catch cross-display conflicts for physical resources in installations
that permit such configurations.
At the core of the abstractions we provide is the concept of a display. A
display represents a possible outlet for content and there may be an n : m
mapping between the actual computers & graphics hardware and physical
display devices in any given installation. In the Underpass for example,
there are seven conceptual displays: one for each mini-mac, one for each
addressable head of the PC workstations’ video card and one ‘widescreen
display’ which is comprised of the first three heads of the PC workstation.
Each display is assigned a unique identifier which is needed in the scheduling
API operations, as we will see later. By directing content to a particular
display the actual mapping of where the content needs to be distributed to,
which video outputs need to be selected etc. is hidden from the developer.
Handlers represent optional policy components that are principally used
to detect conflicts between conceptual displays when they’re mapped to the
same physical output devices. Handlers are normally written or configured
at deployment time when the possible displays are registered and is nom-
inally the only entity that embodies topology specific knowledge about an
installation. Once a handler is in place for a given hardware setup, this
would not normally be changed when new content or schedulers are intro-
duced. Schedulers do not interact directly with handlers, and so although
they exist in our computational model, they are normally not visible to the
typical developer.
Finally, applications represent software on a display end-system that
is responsible for rendering content types. When the scheduler starts an
application, the system ensures that the content is available and that a
suitable renderer exists that can be mapped to the target output device (see
section 3.3).
3.2.2 Scheduling API
We have defined an API for the schedulers to interact with the various
computational components. The API consists of just four core operations:
CreateApplication, ChangeState, Transition, and, TerminateAppli-
cation. The operations are all blocking and return a status code on comple-
tion, so the caller can determine whether each of the operations succeeded.
We also support a group abstraction (most operations can refer to one or
more displays or applications in a single API call). Crucially, operations
can be embedded in a transactional block which causes them to be executed
atomically (we describe this further towards the end of this section). We
now examine these operations in further detail:
• CreateApplication causes an application to be instantiated on one or
more (potentially all) displays. Applications encapsulate media spe-
cific renderers for content. CreateApplication passes a content iden-
tifier to the application, but the content is not accessed immediately
and this does not affect the visible state of the display. The operation
only succeeds if the application can be started on all specified displays.
A system-wide unique process id is returned for use in further calls.
• ChangeState allows the scheduler to control its applications. Applica-
tions are initially created ”invisible” (i.e. the output does not appear
on the video output) and in an idle state. ChangeState is used to
inform applications to access and prefetch their content using the con-
tent id (currently a URL) passed when it was created. At this stage
the scheduler can determine that the content is available and can be
renderered, however, the application is still not visible on the display.
• Transition instructs the displays to make a specified set of applica-
tions visible (or invisible). Transition causes two actions to be ini-
tiated: firstly, the display issues a ChangeState request to involved
applications. If successful the involved displays also directly change
the visibility of those applications on the physical display, i.e. make
them visible or not visible. This operation corresponds roughly to the
concept of uniconifying/mapping and iconifying/unmapping windows
in a typical windowing system. There is scope in the future to em-
belish these transitions with effects such as alpha blending to improve
the aesthetics of this transition.
• TerminateApplication can be used by developers of schedules to ter-
minate applications.
The scheduling API provides support for transactional semantics. A
transaction in our system can group one or more of the above operations.
The visibility of content on the displays is not affected until the transaction
is committed. The transaction succeeds (and the content is made visible) iff
all the operations in the transaction complete within the specified timeout
interval. Our transactions provide atomicity : if any single operation fails,
then the transaction aborts and the operations roll back. This allows devel-
opers to reliably schedule content across multiple displays in the presence
of potential conflicts and failures. We are also able to provide guarantees
with respect to isolation in two distinct domains – system state and content
visibility. In terms of state, changes to an application or a display’s state are
visible only within a transaction (though the creation of new applications is
visible system wide in our current implementation). Crucially, we are also
able to support isolation as it applies to the actual physical visibility of op-
erations on displays; we call this form of isolation visual isolation. Visual
isolation guarantees that an independent human observer looking at displays
involved in a transaction will not be able to witness any intermediate states
before the transaction is committed.
Figure 5: Current e-Campus Architecture.
3.3 Engineering Model
Our deployments are constructed from commodity hardware running con-
ventional desktop operating systems. In mapping the above computational
model onto a given deployment infrastructure we are thus required to deal
with the practical issues of creating and terminating processes that ren-
der content on a heterogeneous set of machines, controlling the placement
and size of application windows when processes are created and routing the
resulting audio and video to the selected displays and output channels as
necessary. The engineering model for a typical deployment is shown in figure
5.
To the right of the figure we represent the various machines that make up
the configuration of the installation. This part of the figure is colour coded to
represent the software components illustrated to the left. We describe the
engineering of each of the colour coded components (displays, schedulers
(clients) and handlers) in more detail below. All of these component pro-
cesses communicate with each other using events via a publisher-subscriber
event channel.
Displays. Each machine in an installation typically offers one or more con-
ceptual displays (as discussed in section 3). Each conceptual display is
managed by a display process running on the end-system. The display
process is required to address two issues: firstly, the creation and termi-
nation of application processes that render the content, and secondly,
the management of the application windows containing the rendered
content. For legacy reasons in our current engineering model the dis-
play processes interact with a local window manager sub-component
that oversees the position, sizing and visibility of application windows.
Each operating system we support requires its own native window
manager to interface with its default windowing system.
Display processes handle the requests issued by schedulers as a result of
calls to the scheduling API. Specifically, displays handle all operations
that require the management and visibility of renderer processes, i.e.
CreateApplication, Transition and TerminateApplication. Dis-
play processes also provide a management interface supporting the
registration of handler processes (described below). Displays are re-
sponsible for resolving cases of contention between applications on a
single conceptual display (i.e. attempting to show content on a dis-
play where content is already visible). The default contention resolu-
tion policy causes visible content to be replaced by the newly created
content.
Applications. Each conceptual application represents a piece of content
being rendered. In engineering terms, a conceptual application maps
onto an application process responsible for the execution of native ren-
derer processes that can actually render and display the content. For
performance reasons, renderers must execute on the physical hardware
connected to the output device necessary for producing output on the
correct physical device. Each application process is associated with a
single display in the system. The application process contains a state
machine governing the condition of its underlying renderer: render-
ers may be IDLE, PREPARED, VISIBLE, NOT VISIBLE and
TERMINATED (where PREPARED means the content is ready to
be displayed). Schedulers and display processes issue ChangeState
requests to cause application processes to transition between these
states.
Handlers. Handlers can be introduced to provide support for additional
user specified conflict detection and resolution strategies (e.g. to de-
tect conflicts for displays across machines). Each handler process can
be registered with one or more display processes. A handler can be
configured to intercept requests going to or responses returning from
displays. Handlers are passed the original request or response (as ap-
propriate), which they are able to act upon, optionally modify and
pass back to the display; in this manner handlers can observe what is
scheduled on the display and control whether it appears.
Protocol
All processes described above communicate using a request/response-based
protocol engineered on top of an asynchronous, publish/subscribe-based
event channel. The event channel supports one to many communication.
Components subscribe to events based on their content (sets of (name,value)
pairs). Events are delivered to all components whose subscription matches
the content. All events in our model contains a combination of fields, includ-
ing event type, display identifiers, group identifiers and process identifiers,
enabling any process in the system to determine whether they are responsi-
ble for handling an event or not. Requests and responses all carry a globally
unique request identifier enabling processes to correlate responses and re-
quests.
All processes generate periodic status messages that are used to imple-
ment fault detection. Status messages are used by the scheduler processes
to detect and react to unknown events and faults during the execution of its
schedule.
Transactions
Transactions are supported by all components in the system. All protocol
messages that are part of a transaction carry a unique transaction identifier
(or id 0 if they are not part of a transaction). To ensure visual isolation
(described in section 3.2.2), API operations are handled differently if they are
part of a transaction: all operations that have a visual impact are batched
(written into a log) until the component receives a commit or an abort
message for that particular transaction. Resources are locked to ensure that
only one transaction can be committed at once. If a commit is received then
the sequence of visible actions is executed and the lock is released. Similarly,
if an abort is received the actions from the transactional block are undone by
rewinding the log of operations (e.g. a corresponding application or renderer
may be terminated) and the lock is again released.
All transactions, once started, are required to be completed within a
specified time window. Transactions that are not committed within this
window are automatically aborted. An abort event can be generated ei-
ther by the process that initiated the transaction, or by any other process
participating in the transaction.
4 Evaluation
4.1 Implementation Status
The implementation of the e-Campus infrastructure started in September
2005. As we were aiming to be able to deploy the e-Campus infrastruc-
ture on a diverse set of hardware platforms, we naturally tried to ensure
that as much of our code as possible would be reusable across those dif-
ferent platforms. The prototypes at WMCSA and the Brewery Arts Cen-
tre were therefore mostly implemented in Java. However, problems with
the performance and memory footprint of Java-based code led us to imple-
ment the e-Campus infrastructure described in this paper almost completely
in Python7, an interpreted scripting language that is both lightweight and
available for a large range of platforms. Inter-process communication uses a
publish/subscribe-based eventing platform called Elvin [12]. All communi-
cation between components is expressed using Elvin events that are delivered
through a centralised Elvin server.
The current version of the e-Campus infrastructure can be executed on a
range of platforms including PPC and Intel based Macs running Mac OS X
and PCs running GNU/Linux. As discussed in section 3.3, our implementa-
tion of the “display” component is currently split into two sub-components:
a generic display, implemented in Python, and a window management com-
ponent. The latter handles platform-specific aspects of process creation,
process termination and window management, such as the management of
size and position of content on displays, and mapping and unmapping of con-
tent on displays, as well as transitional effects between as content is made
visible or not visible. As a legacy of the previous deployments, this window
management component is currently implemented in C.
As the configuration for the deployment in the University’s underpass in-
cludes an audio/video matrix switch that makes it possible for two or more
displays in our architecture to use the same audio or video output, we had
to put mechanisms in place that were able to handle resulting conflicts. As
a result, we have implemented a class of handler component that is able
to detect and arbitrate conflicts between displays. These handlers process
Transition requests to “visible”. If conflicting displays are already display-
ing content that is physically visible, the handlers will attempt to instruct
these conflicting displays to make their content “not visible”. The imple-
mented handlers preserve transactional semantics as described in section
3.
In principle our current implementation is able to display any type of
content as long as there are “appropriate” renders available for the chosen
format for either the Mac OS X or the GNU/Linux operating system. In
this context the qualifier “appropriate” refers to the ability of the renderer
to be controlled externally. In case of static media elements, such as web
pages, renderers are required to at least expose an interface (either an API
or a command-line interface) that enables the infrastructure to instruct the
renderer which piece of content to load and render. Additionally, for dy-
namic media types, such as video or audio, a renderer is required to expose
interfaces to playback-related functionalities, i.e. “play” and “pause”. Our
current version of the e-Campus infrastructure provides support for videos,
web pages and pictures on the PC platform, and Max/MSP performances
and RSS-backed news feeds on the Macintosh platform. However, we expect
the list of supported media types to be easily extendable in the near future.
7http://www.python.org/
4.2 Qualitative Evaluation
The e-Campus API provides us with a starting point for the creation of new
schedulers to meet the specific constraints of emerging applications. This
is important as it allows us to be flexible in how we associate the display
resources with new content (the types of content and presentation of that
content evolves all the time as we gain experience of working with 3rd party
contributors). Thus far we have successfully used the API to create simple
specialised schedulers for the following applications:
• A simple time based scheduler that displays an RSS feed of train
timetable information at peak travel times, and triggers the display
of a video supplied by a local artist at assigned points throughout the
day,
• A further time based scheduler that cycles through different combina-
tions of the underpass displays every 10 minutes showing a poster for
the then forthcoming student elections, and
• A scheduler that monitors the motion sensors and triggers a switch
to the Metamorphosis installation (note that Max/MSP acts as its
own self contained scheduler, so once the display resources have been
obtained using the platform API, the installation is self contained until
its execution is terminated). This also meant that the installation
could be developed with a high degree of autonomy by the artist, and
needed a minimum of additional code to integrate it with our system
(the artist did not have to learn any new tools).
All of these content types require multiple and in most cases disjoint
sets of display resources to be available. The arbitration between these
applications and the underlying AV switching is hidden from the developer
of the scheduler, as can be seen from the following Python extract:
try:
gid = api.MakeGroupId ()
t = transaction( api , None )
# Create renderers
( worked , pid ) = t.CreateApplication( ’display -1’,
"http ://e-content /~demo/cycling1.mpg", gid )
( worked , pid ) = t.CreateApplication( ’display -2’,
"http ://e-content /~demo/cycling2.mpg", gid )
# Cause renderers to prefetch content
# (note use of group id)
t.ChangeState( gid , APPLICATION_STATE_PREPARED )
# Make content visible
t.Transition( DISPLAY_ID_ALL , gid ,
APPLICATION_STATE_VISIBLE )
t.commit ()
except transaction_aborted , msg:
print "Can ’t display cycling video", msg
We found the API operations and transactional support intuitive and
simple to use. The schedulers for these applications were all written, tested
and installed the same day. We have yet to port the constraint based sched-
uler to use the new API (we anticipate that this may become necessary as
the volume of contributed content and number of displays increase) — cer-
tainly, higher level abstractions are required for many of our end-user groups
(this is a subject of future work).
One of the unexpected benefits of our current approach is that we can
very easily remove content from the system by stopping the scheduler re-
sponsible for introducing this content. We are also able to more easily control
each scheduler and to create custom test harnesses by copying and modi-
fying existing schedulers. This has helped us in debugging our system (for
instance, we can create a modified scheduler that runs in ‘fast forward’ to
reduce debugging time).
The transactional semantics of the platform have enabled us to reliably
deal with contention between schedulers without negatively impacting run-
ning applications. In the case where content fails to start, or one of the
resources is not available (e.g. used by higher priority content), the trans-
action fails and the new content does not get introduced. The content on
displays is only changed if all the necessary display resources can be suc-
cessfully preempted, the content renderers can be executed and the content
can be prefetched ready for display). This removes a lot of the complexity
from handling the failure cases in the schedulers themselves and means that
in the common case we do not switch to broken or unavailable content.
5 Related Work
Situated display research systems can mainly be divided into two groups
of systems: displays designed to enhance collaborative work and to enable
users to share information, and largely non-interactive displays designed to
present informational content. While most systems only provide support for
one of those two modes, hybrid systems exist, e.g. IBM’s BlueBoard [11].
Content for collaborative displays, such as the Dynamo [7] system or
BlueBoard, is mainly displayed in an interactive fashion, i.e. users directly
determine when to display individual pieces of content. Scheduling of con-
tent and contention for display space are therefore typically resolved using
social protocols rather than systems support.
Informational display systems, including UniCast and OutCast [9], the
Plasma Poster Network [4], the Community Wall [5] and BlueBoard (when
acting as ambient information display), typically source their display content
from a continuously looping playlist of either automatically harvested or
user-contributed content. Content for the GroupCast [9] system is scheduled
on-the-fly according to the interests of users within the direct vicinity of the
display. The CommunityWall provides the possibility to prioritise individual
pieces of content, thereby determining the frequency with which these items
are presented on the displays. In the Notification Collage system [6], the
visibility of content is generally determined by the order notifications are
posted to the system. The system places new notifications in a random
location on the display, possibly obstructing older pieces of content. In
Vista [13] content is randomly selected from a pool of available items. Other
display systems only present a limited set of application-specific content,
for example free/occupied information of a meeting room in case of the
RoomWizard [10]. All these systems also allow users to directly interact
with content, e.g. to learn more about an item of interest. The focus of our
work is somewhat different to these systems in that fine grained control over
the aesthetics and presentation of content is often important and multiple
applications need to be supported simultaneously.
Based on our investigations so far, only Dynamo, the Notification Col-
lage and the GroupCast system are able to support dynamically scheduled
content. However, unlike the system we have presented in this article, these
systems employ customised scheduling algorithms: based on the presence
of users in the case of GroupCast, random in the case of Dynamo, and im-
mediate scheduling for the the Notification Collage. None of these systems
is able to support alternative scheduling approaches. Moreover, none of
the systems mentioned above provides support for coordinating interrelated
items of content across a set of displays.
While the systems referred to so far were mainly aimed at understand-
ing issues related to user interaction and user acceptance arising in the con-
text of deploying and using public and situated displays, a small number
of initiatives, such as the Interactive Workspaces project [8] and SpeakEasy
[2], approach this field from a systems-oriented perspective, i.e. by pro-
viding middleware platforms and tools to facilitate application development
for situated displays. However, neither of these projects explores the syn-
chronisation of content across displays, nor the handling of failure in such
situations, equivalent to our transaction support.
Recent years have also seen growing numbers of commercial deployments
of public displays, for example in airports and shopping centres. These
displays typically display a fixed cycle of pre-authored content. Examples
include Sony’s Ziris system 8 and InfoScreen 9. These often mature products
8http://www.sonybiz.net/retail/displays
9http://www.infoscreen.de
can provide a useful backbone for providing a dependable public display
surface on which to create a further platform for experimentation.
Finally, multimedia presentation planning systems, such as the work
put forward by Andre´ and Rist [1], provide solutions for domain-specific
scheduling problems. Using the architecture presented in this paper, it is
possible to employ presentation planning approaches as one of the many
possible types of scheduler for e-Campus.
6 Conclusion and Future Work
As display technologies continue to reduce in cost we will witness a world
in which public displays permeate our environment. How we will use this
enormous potential resource is very much open to question, but our initial
deployments show that such display networks have enormous potential for
engaging with people beyond the typical domains of broadcast media and
advertising. Our underpass deployment in particular features a combination
of rich interactive media that has been very well received and has helped
invigorate an otherwise dull physical environment.
In this paper we’ve focused on the design and development of a software
architecture to support scheduling of content in such installations. The API
allows for complex multi-display content to be conveniently created and
scheduled in an intuitive way. Our platform abstracts away from the details
of the hardware, and provides a form of transaction that makes conflicts
and failures easy to handle. In addition, our transactions provide atomicity
and a form of isolation called ‘visible isolation’ to ensure that content is only
displayed when all of the scheduling requirements can be met. This is partic-
ularly valuable in multi-screen configurations. We have shown how this API
has been used in the first of a number of situated public display deployments
to successfully coordinate the placement of content across displays.
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